










covers offer contractors the ability to configure a 

solution which features the most desirable details 

within an environment, whether it be intricate 

design features for a commercial space's focal point, 

or a durable finish for high-traffic spaces that is as 

hard wearing as it is visually intriguing. No matter 

the project, metal column covers bring aesthetic 

versatility to structural elements and shine in 

commercial spaces. CS Metal columns can also be engraved to serve aesthetic visuals. 
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Key Takeaways 

Structural elements such as columns are a key architectural 

component of every project. Equipping designers with column 

covers that simultaneously meet design standards and building 

requirements enhances project outcomes. Metal column 

covers offer an innovative answer to both these standards, 

with solutions ranging from straightforward covers intended 

for high traffic environments, such as airports, to intricate 

design features in an architecturally significant space. Metal 

column covers seamlessly blend design and function for a 

solution that is as durable as it is aesthetic, offering an array of 

features that cater to contractors' needs for the individuality of 

each space. With a straightforward process from specification 

to installation, column covers offer contractors the ability to 

confiqure a solution featuring the most desirable details within 
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an environment, whether it be intricate design elements 

for a commercial space's focal point, or a durable finish for 

high-traffic spaces which is as hard wearing as it is visually 

intriguing. No matter the project, metal column solutions 

bring aesthetic versatility to structural elements and shine in 

commercial spaces. 
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